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WELLNESS WITHOUT COMPROMISES



Professional beauty, massage, and relaxation beds with an elegant design, equipped with 

manual movement adjustment, a comfortable mattress, and high-capacity shelves for storing 

equipment, towels, and everything necessary to keep the cabin efficient and organized.

FLEXY
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Thermal massage bed for wet treatments with multiple possibilities of use, including steam 

bath, Scottish shower, customizable color cycles, music, and aromas.

AMOR



The vibroacoustic bed that uses music for all essential forms of energetic stimulation, ideal for 

holistic applications, massages and wellness treatments in an enveloping atmosphere, with 

relaxing aromas and customizable color cycles for a unique and immersive sensory experien-

ce.

SERENITY



The modern reinterpretation of the Hammam table in a professional bed with a modern and 

elegant design, perfect for massages, wet treatments, and wellness rituals with warmth, music, 

aromas, and customizable color cycles.

EDEN



Multifunctional professional bed for massages, beauty treatments, and wellness rituals. Equip-

ped with a water mattress with hydro-massage function, music, warmth, aromas, customi-

zable color cycles, and photobiostimulation.

SALUS



The professional bed that harnesses the therapeutic properties of heat combined with 

precious quartz sand grains, Himalayan salt crystals, or a water mattress, ideal for massages, 

beauty treatments, and wellness rituals in an evocative and relaxing atmosphere with music, 

aromas, and customizable color cycles.

PANACEA



Professional bed with a minimalist and elegant design, available with a water mattress, Hima-

layan salt crystals, or precious quartz sand grains. Ideal for massages and wellness rituals 

combined with warmth and customizable color cycles.

REBALANCE



Modern professional bed, ideal for massages, beauty treatments, wellness rituals, and 

physiotherapy, with electronic movement adjustment and compartments for storing equip-

ment, towels, and everything necessary to keep the cabin efficient and organized.

MUSA
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Professional bed with an elegant and functional design, featuring electronic movement 

adjustment and rounded compartments with sliding doors for storing everything necessary 

during treatments. Ideal for massages, beauty treatments, wellness rituals, and physiotherapy.

MOOD UP
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Top-of-range professional bed designed to guarantee total freedom of movement and maxi-

mum comfort. Equipped with electronic movement adjustment, compartments for storing 

equipment, the innovative Easy Clean mattress, and an "atmosphere" lighting system with 

customizable color cycles.

FIRST CLASS
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